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Abstract. This paper introduces the vector )(N
nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at

the point N  for the axis oriented by the unit vector n . The vector is used for
interpretation of the rigid body kinetic characteristics as well as the mass moment state
in the body point. The change of the vector of the rigid body mass inertia moment is
determined in the transition from one space point to another when the axis retains its
orientation which represents the Huygens-Steiner theorem translated for the defined
body mass inertia moment vector. Then the change of the vector of the body mass
inertia moment is defined at the given point in the case of the axis changing its
orientation in the way analogous to the Cauchy equations in the Elasticity theory. Then
the interpretation of the main inertia asymmetry are defined. The relation between the
axis deviation load vector by the body mass inertia moment for the octahedron axis and
the inertia asymmetry axis is analyzed.

1. INTRODUCTIONS

The idea for this paper appeared during my considerations of some analogies between
the models in the stress theory and the strain theory of the stressed and strained
deformable bodies as they are studied or as they can be studied in the Elasticity Theory.
See Ref.[10], [11], [26], [21], [34] and [20]. While considering this analogy as well as the
analogy between the stress tensor matrices, the relative deformation tensor-strain tensor
and the body mass inertia tensor it occurred to me to introduce the concept of the vector

)(N
nδ  of the total relative deformation-total relative strain, at the point N and for the line

element drawn from that point and oriented by unit vector n , as well as the concept of
the vector )(N

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the point N, and for the axis oriented
by the unit vector n . For more details see the references [21], [34] and [20].
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In further consideration of the dynamic parameters of the rigid and deformable bodies
as well as of the possibility of their interpretation by means of the vector )(N

nJ  of the body
mass inertia moment at the point N for the axis oriented by the unit vector n , I came to
the ideas and conclusions as well as interpretations given in my papers [21], [34] and
[20]. The question always asked was if something like that already existed in some
classic literature or not? The literature available to me which is quoted in the appendix of
this paper contains no such interpretation of the rigid deformable bodies dynamic
parameters by means of the mass inertia moment vector fixed to the point and to the axis.

This paper defines three dynamic vectors fixed to a certain point and axis passing
through the given rigid body point. These are: the vector )(N

nM  of the body mass at the
point N for the axis oriented by the unit vector n ; the vector )(N

nS  of the body mass static
(linear) moment at the point N for the axis oriented by the unit vector n ; and the vector

)(N
nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the point N for the axis oriented by the unit

vector n .
The rigid body kinetic parameters are interpreted by these vectors.
The change of the mass inertia moment vector in the transition from one rigid body

point to another is determined when the axis retains its orientation which represents the
modification of the Huygens-Steiner theorem expressed by means of the defined mass
inertia moment vector. Then the change of the mass inertia moment vector is determined
in the case of the axis changing its orientation in the way analogous to the Cauchy
equations for the total stress vector in the elasticity theory. Then the interpretation of the
main inertia directions are derived as well as of the main inertia asymmetry are derived.
The relation between the axis deviation load vector by the material line mass inertia
moment for the octahedron axis and the inertia asymmetry axis is analyzed.

Further interpretation of the kinetic parameters of the of the body by means of the
body mass inertia moment vector and by means of the body mass linear (static) moment
vector for the axis and the point refers to the description of the motion quantity (linear
momentum) as well as motion quantity moment (angular momentum) and kinetic energy
as the function of the mass moment vectors for the axis and the point and the momentary
angular velocity and referential point velocity.

2. BODY MASS MOMENTS VECTORS AT POINT FOR THE AXIS

In studying the dynamics of a rigid and solid body, geometry of mass plays an
important part. In the References [2] and [3] there is a conclusion that it is not necessary
to know all the details about the mass distribution and the masses internal structures in
order to study the rigid body translatory motion under the action of the force. The
properties necessary for the study of the rigid body motion as a material system are the
rigid body dynamic properties. The values determining the dynamic properties are called
the rigid body dynamic parameters (See Ref. [2]).

According to the given reference these parameters are taken to be: mass M  of the
rigid body; position vector Cρ  of the body mass center, the point C with respect to a
certain point O and J(C) the body mass inertia moment tensor for the point C which is
determined with six scalar dynamic parameters, In this way in the general case the
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dynamic rigid body characteristic ten independent scalar dynamic parameters are
required. By means of these ten dynamic parameters of the rigid body the sixth order
matrix of the following shape is formed:
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and this matrix is given in the references [2] and [3] as the rigid body mass inertia matrix
for the given point O and the given trihedron. This is the matrix of the tensor expanded in
an appropriate way. The mass inertia moment matrix changes its coordinates according to
the change of the reference trihedron.

In the Reference [1] the mass linear polar moment )(M O  of the material system or
the vector static system mass moment is defined with respect to the pole O in the form:

MM )(
C

V

O dm ρρ∫∫∫ == (2)

where ρ  is the vector of the rigid body points position with respect to the common pole
O, V is the space region that the observed body occupies.

There are two important properties of a certain body mass: the mass center position
of a material body does not depend on the pole choice but only on the body mass
distribution and the mass linear polar moment )(M C  with respect to the body mass center
is equal to zero.

Since our aim is to consider a possibility of the interpretation of the rigid body
dynamic parameters in a modified shape we are going to set, as a reference, the pole O as
well as the axis oriented by the unit vector n . Considering that the general case the rigid
body motion can be represented by one rotation around momentary axis, that is, by the
translation of the center velocity and the rotation around the axis through the given center
we are led to the idea to define the rigid body dynamic parameters by means of the pole
O as the referential point through we position an axis parallel to the momentary rotation
axis.

Therefore we define the following ( See Fig. No. 1a):
1* Vector )(O

nM  of the body mass at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit
vector n :

ndmn
V

O
n M)( ∫∫∫ ==M (3)

which does not depend on the mass distribution in the body, that is, on the density. For all
the space points and parallel axes it has the same values and it changes only with the axis
orientation change. It is determined only with the mass quantity and the axis orientation.

2* Vector )(O
nS  of the body mass static (linear) moment at the point O for the axis
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oriented by the unit vector n  in the form:

dmn
V

O
n ∫∫∫= ],[)( ρS (4)

where ρ  is the vector of the rigid body points position of the elementary body mass dm

with respect to the common pole O. For the vector )(O
nS  of the body mass static (linear)

moment at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  we can write:

],[],[ )()( O
C

O
n MnMn == ρS (5)

The illustration is given in the Figure No. 1a.
3* Vector )(O

nJ  of he body mass inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented
by the unit vector n :

dmn
V

O
n ∫∫∫= ]],[,[)( ρρJ (6)

It can also be considered the body mass square moment vector at the point O for the
axis, through the pole, oriented by the unit vector n . The vector )(O

nJ  at the body mass
inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  can be
decomposed into three components: the collinear with the axis )(J o

n  and the two other
ones )(D O

nu  and )(D O
nv  in the directions, u  and v , normal to the orientation axis n . The

collinear component represents the axial moment of the body mass inertia for the axis
oriented by the unit vector n  through the pole O. The other two components represent
the deviational moments of the body mass for a couple of normal axes oriented by unit
vectors n  and u , that is, n  and v :

vun O
nv

O
nu

O
n

O
n

)()()()( DDJ ++=J (7)

The definition-expression for the body mass inertia moment vector )(O
nJ  at the point O

for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  can be obtained starting from the expression for
the axial body mass inertia moment )(J o

n  for the axis oriented by unit vector n  drawn
through the point O and for the deviational body mass moments for the couples of the
orthogonal axes oriented by unit vectors ),( un  and ),( vn , )(D O

nu  and )(D O
nv  , according to

the Ref. [21], [34]. By means of them we form the vector )(O
nJ  of the body mass inertia

moment at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  in the form:

dmvnvdmunudmnn
VVV

O
n ∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫ ++= ]),[],,([]),[,],([],[ 2)( ρρρρρJ (8)

The rigid body axial mass inertia moment is:

dmn
V

O
n

2)( ],[J ∫∫∫= ρ (8*)

The rigid body mass deviation moment vector )(O
nD  at the point O for the axis oriented

by the unit vector n  is in the following form:
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dmndmvnvdmunu
VVV

O
n ∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫∫ =+= ]),[],,T([T]),[],,([]),[],,([)( ρρρρρρD

]],[,[]]]],,[,[[,[ )()( nndmnnn O
n

V

O
n JD == ∫∫∫ ρρ (9)

By means of the previous expressions (8) for the vector )(O
nJ  of the body mass

inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  we can
write the expression identical to the expression (6) which has been set as a
definition.

Fig. No.1a

Fig. No. 1a shows the vector )(O
nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the point O for

the axis oriented by the unit vector n , the rigid body mass deviation moment vector )(O
nD

at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n , the axial moment of the body
mass inertia )(J o

n  for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  through the pole O, and the
other two components, )(D O

nu  and )(D O
nv , the deviational moments of the body mass for a

couple of normal axes oriented by unit vectors n  and u , that is, n  and v , through the
pole O.

Fig. No. 1b shows the vector )(O
nJ  of the material particle mass inertia moment at the

point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n , the material particle mass deviation
moment vector )(O

nD  at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n , the axial
moment of the material particle mass inertia )(J o

n  for the axis oriented by the unit vector
n  through the pole O.

Fig. No. 1 c shows an eccentrically skewly positioned discus respect to the axis of the
shaft, as well as the vector )(O

nJ  of the discus mass inertia moment at the point O for the
axis oriented by the unit vector n , the discus mass deviation moment vector )(O

nD  at the
point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n , the axial moment of the discus mass
inertia )(J o

n  for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  through the pole O.
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 Fig. No.1 b Fig. No.1c

3. THE HUYGENS-STEINER THEOREM GENERALIZED TO THE MATERIAL BODY MASS
INERTIA MOMENT VECTOR FOR THE AXIS THROUGH REFERENTIAL POINT

The Figure No. 2a shows the material body and two referential points-poles O and O1

and two parallel axes through them oriented by unit vector n . The same Figure also
shows the denoted elementary mass dm at the point N  of the rigid body and ρ  and r ,
the position vector of that point with respect to the pole O, that is, pole O1, as well as the
position vector Oρ  of the pole O1 with respect to pole O .

Now it is necessary to determine the change of the vector )(O
nJ  of the body mass

inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  and its relation to
the vector )( 1O

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented by
the same unit vector n .

This means we are interested in the change of the body mass inertia moment vector a
certain axis which moves from one point to another retaining its orientation. By using the
expression (6) defining the mass inertia moment vector for a certain point and axis as
well as the expression rO += ρρ , we can write the following:

M]],[,[]],[,M[],[]],[,[ )()()()( 111
OOO

O
C

O
nO

O
n

V
OO

O
n nndmrnr ρρρρρρ +++=++= ∫∫∫ SJJ (10)

We see that all the members in the last expression have the same structures.
In the case when the pole O1 is the center C of the body mass the vector Cr  (the

position vector of the masses center with respect to the pole O1) is equal to zero, whereas
the vector Oρ  turns into Cρ  so that the last expression (10) can be written in the
following form (See Figure No. 2 b):
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M]],[,[)()(
CC

C
n

O
n n ρρ+= JJ (11)

Fig. No. 2a

Fig. No. 2b

This expression represents the generalized Huygens-Steiner theorem with respect to
the vector )(O

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the point O for the axis oriented by
the same unit vector n  passing trough the mass center C and any other point O.

The vector )(C
nJ  of the body mass inertia moment for the body mass center C as well

as for the axis oriented by unit vector n  passing trough the mass center C we are going to
call the central or proper (eigen, personal) vector of the body mass inertia moment for
the axis oriented by unit vector n .
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The part M]],[,[)(
, CC
O

positionn n ρρ=J  from the expression (11) represents the position
part of the body mass inertia moment vector and we going to call it the body mass inertia
position moment vector for the point O and the axis oriented by unit vector n  in relation
to the body mass center C . We can see that the body mass inertia moment vector for the
axis trough the mass center C  is the "smallest" vector since for all the other parallel axes
the position part M]],[,[)(

, CC
O

positionn n ρρ=J  has to be taken into consideration. This can
be expressed by means of the vector )(O

nS  of the body mass linear moment for the point O

and the axis oriented by unit vector n  in the form ],[ )(O
nC Sρ .

4. THE CHANGE OF THE BODY MASS INERTIA MOMENT VECTOR FOR THE POINT
AND AXIS ORIENTATION CHANGE THROUGH THE REFERENTIAL POINT

Let's now define the vectors )(O
xJ  , )(O

yJ  and )(O
zJ  of the body mass inertia moments at

the point O and for the coordinate axes Ox, Oy and Oz. These vectors can be expressed in
the form:

dmi
V

O
x ∫∫∫= ]],[,[)( ρρJ  dmj

V

O
y ∫∫∫= ]],[,[)( ρρJ  dmk

V

O
z ∫∫∫= ]],[,[)( ρρJ (12)

If we denote the senses cosine of the unit vector n  with αcos , cosβ and cosγ  when
the unit vector defines the orientation of the axis passing though the point O, then we can
successively multiply the expressions (12) and we obtain them added:

dmndmkji
VV

O
z

O
y

O
x ∫∫∫∫∫∫ =++=++ ]],[,[],coscoscos[,[coscoscos )()()( ρρργβαργβα JJJ

From the previous expression we conclude that the body mass inertia moment vector
)(O

nJ  at the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  is equal to:

γβα coscoscos )()()()( O
z

O
y

O
x

O
n JJJJ ++= (13)

The last expression is analogous to the equation for determining the total stress vector
)(O

np  at the point O of the stressed body for the plane with normal unit vector n  which is
known as the Cauchy equation in the elasticity theory. There fore we are going to call it
the Cauchy equation giving the relation of the body mass inertia moment vector )(O

nJ  at

the point O for the axis oriented by the unit vector n  and the vectors )(O
xJ , )(O

yJ  and )(O
zJ

of the body mass inertia moments at the point O and for the coordinate axes Ox, Oy and
Oz.

5. CAUCHY EQUATIONS IN THE MATRIX FORM

Now by means of the mass inertia moment tensor matrix J(O) the Cauchy vector
equation (13) can be written in the matrix form:
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}{}}){}{}{({}{ )()()()()( nn OO
z

O
y

O
x

O
n J== JJJJ  (14)

Now for the body mass axial inertia moment )(J O
n  for the axis oriented by the unit

vector n , as well as for the body mass deviation moment we can write by means of the
mass inertia moment )(D O

vn  for the orthogonal axes n  and v  we can write the following
expressions:

}{)(}){(J )()()( nnn OO
n

O
n J== J   ,   }{)(}){(D )()()( nvv OO

n
O
vn J== J (15)

The invariants of the body mass inertia moment state at a certain point can be
determined as the first )(

1J O , second )(
1J O  and third )(

1J O  scalar of the body mass inertia
moment tensor matrix.

The rigid body mass inertia moment tensor matrix )(J O  for a certain pole can be
separated into two matrices corresponding to the spherical sphO)(J  and deviational

devOdevO )()( DJ =  part of the rigid body mass inertia moment tensor (which is analogous
to the stress tensor matrix and strain (relative deformation) tensor matrix in the elasticity
theory):
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IJ
3
1})}{}{({ )(

1
)()()()()()( OO

v
O

u
O

n
sphOOdevO −=−= JJJJJJ (17)

6. AXIAL AND DEVIATIONAL PART OF THE RIGID BODY MASS INERTIA MOMENT VECTOR

The body mass inertia moment vector )(O
nJ  at the point O for the axis oriented by the

unit vector n  can be written in the transformed form in which we separate the part aksO
n

)(J

collinear with axis oriented by unit vector n  and the part devO
n

O
n

)()( JD =  normal to the axis
oriented by unit vector n  as it is shown in the Figure No. 1a and No. 3.

Now the vector )(O
nJ  of the rigid body mass inertia moment at the point O  for the axis

oriented by the unit vector n  can be transformed to the following form:
)()()()()()()( ]],[,[),( O

n
aksO

n
O

n
O

n
devO

n
aksO

n
O

n nnnn DJJJJJJ +=+=+= (18)
with components:

)()()( J),( O
n

O
n

aksO
n nnn == JJ (19)

]],[,[ )()()( nn O
n

devO
n

O
n JJD == (20)
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Fig. No. 3

The first part aksO
n

)(J  collinear with axis oriented by unit vector n  given by formula
(19) represents body mass axial inertia moment vector at the point and for the axis
oriented by unit vector n , and it does not depend on the pole position on the axis.

The second part devO
n

O
n

)()( JD =  normal to the axis oriented by unit vector n  given by
formula (20) lies in the plane formed by the axis oriented by unit vector n  and the vector

)(O
nJ  of the body mass inertia moment. This plane is determined by the axis selection and

by the body mass distribution with respect to the axis and the pole.
The vector )(O

nD  is the deviation load by the rigid body mass inertia moment at the
point O of the axis oriented by the unit vector n  and it can be defined as the rigid body
mass inertia moment vector component normal to the axis and in the plane which is
formed by the axis oriented by the unit vector n  and the vector )(O

nJ  of the body mass
inertia moment. This can be seen in the figure No. 1a and No. 3. We conclude that the
vector magnitude is equal to the deviation moment of the body mass for the axis oriented
by the unit vector n  and the axis oriented by the unit vector T  normal to the axis
oriented by the unit vector n , in the direction of the cutting line of the plane normal to
the axis trough the pole O and of the plane formed by the axis oriented by the unit vector
n  and the vector )(O

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the pole and for axis oriented

by the unit vector n . The unit vector of this cutting line is denoted with T . The unit
vector normal to the unit vectors n  and T  is denoted with 1T . We conclude that the

body mass deviation moment for the axes n  and 1T  passing through the pole O is equal
to zero. This means that for an arbitrary axis at the observed point O there can always be
found at least one axis normal to it oriented by 1T  for which, together with the axis
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oriented by the unit vector n , the body mass deviation moment is equal to zero. This axis
is normal to the axis oriented by the unit vector n  and to the deviation plane formed by
the unite vector n  and the vector )(O

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the pole O and
for axis oriented by the unit vector n . The deviaton plane we denote by Rd. Only for the
mass inertia moment main axis through a retain point-pole the deviation plane is not
defined nor it can be said it exists since if the axis oriented by the unit vector n  through a
certain point is the main axis of the body mass inertia moment then for this axis the
deviation load to the axis is equal to zero. In this case the body mass inertia moment
vector has only one component collinear with the axis. That is, if a certain axis through a
certain point-pole is the main mass inertia moment than the vector of its deviation load by
the body mass inertia moment is equal to zero.

7. SPHERICAL AND DEVIATORIAL PART OF THE RIGID BODY MASS MOMENT VECTOR

If we now follow the idea of the formation of matrices of the spherical and deviatorial
part of the inertia tensor according to the analogy (See Ref. [21], [20] and [34]) with the
spherical and deviatorial part of the stress tensor, that is, of the relative deformation
(strain) tensor we can define two vectors (See Figure No.3):

sphO
n

)(J  the vector spherical part of the vector )(O
nJ  of the rigid body mass inertia

moment at the pole O and for axis oriented by the unit vector n :

nn O
O

OsphO
n

)()(
1

)( J
3
1J

3
1 ==J (21)

DO
n

)(J  the vector deviatoriall part of the vector )(O
nJ  of the rigid body mass inertia

moment at the pole O and for axis oriented by the unit vector n :

)()(
1

)()()(
1

)()( J
3
1),(]],[,[

3
1),( O

n
OO

n
O

n
OO

n
DO

n nnnnnnn DJJJJJ +−=+−= (22)

Let's now consider the modification of the Huygens-Steiner theorem in its application
to the vector )()( O

n
devO

n DJ =  the deviation part of the vector )(O
nJ  of the rigid body mass

inertia moment at the pole O and for axis oriented by the unit vector n , as well as the
vector of the deviation load by the rigid body mass inertia moment on the axis oriented
by the unit vector n  in the transition from the mass center C to the pole O (See Figure
No. 2 b). We use the definition of the vector )(O

nD  of the deviation load by the mass
inertia moment (18) and the formula (11) derived in the paragraph for the Huygens-
Steiner formula of the vector )(O

nJ  of the rigid body mass inertia moment at the pole O

and for axis oriented by the unit vector n  so that:

M]],[,)[,(]],[,[ )()()()( nnnnn CC
C

n
O

n
O

n
devO

n ρρ−=== DJDJ (23)

The expression (23) represents the Huygens-Steiner Theorem modified to the vector
)(O

nD  of the deviation load by the mass inertia moment of the axis oriented by the vector
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n  connected to the pole O. From this expression we conclude that the vector )(O
nD  of the

axis deviational load through an arbitrary point O oriented by the unit vector n  equal to
the sum of the vector )(C

nD  of the axis deviation load through the center C of the body
mass for the parallel axis and the position deviation load in the transition of the axis from
the pole C - mass center to the pole- arbitrary point O determined from the expression:

[ ][ ][ ][ ] [ ][ ]M,,),(M,,,)( nnnnnn CCCC
OC

n ρρρρ −==→D (24)

If the pole O and the center C of the body mass are located on the same normal to the
axis oriented by the unit vector n  then the position part of the deviation load in the
transition from the axis through the mass center C to the parallel axis through the pole O
is equal to zero. This means that the deviation load vectors of the axis by the body mass
inertia moment for the central plane points corresponding to the given axis are equal to
the deviation load belonging to the central axis )(C

nD .

8. MAIN MASS INERTIAL MOMENT DIRECTIONS,
MAIN MASS INERTIA MOMENT VECTORS

By means of the vector )(O
nJ  of the rigid body mass inertia moment at the pole O and

for axis oriented by the unit vector n  we can introduce a new definition of the main
inertia axes. Through one pole O we can draw an infinite number of axes of orientations.
Among them we are looking for the axis for which the vector )(O

nJ  of the rigid body mass
inertia moment had only one component, collinear with the axis, that is, the one for which
the vector )(O

nD  of the deviation load of the axis by the body mass inertia moment is equal
to zero. Using the analogy given in the papers [21] and [34] as well as the analogy with
the matrix interpretation from books [11], [10] , [26] and [20] as more appropriate for this
case and by denoting the unit vector of the main inertia axis orientation with sn  which is
in accordance with the Fig. No. 3, we can write:

}{J}{}{ )(
s

)()(
s

O
s

OO
n nn

s
== JJ   ⇒   }0{}I){J( )(

s
)( =− s

OO nJ (25)

so that the Hamilton equation for determining the main mass inertia moments is:

0IJ)(J )(
s

)()(
s =−= OOOf J  (26)

while for the senses cosines of the main mass inertia moment axes the following relations
are obtained:

ss
s

s
s

s
s C=== )(

33
)(

32
)(

31

coscoscos
KKK

γβα       1coscoscos 222 =++ sss γβα (27)

where 3,2,1,)(
3 =ks

kK  are co-factors of the third kind elements and the corresponding matrix
column, successively for the roots )(O

sJ , s = 1,2,3 of the Hamilton equation (26), which
are the main mass inertia moments and which represent the axial mass inertia moments
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for the main mas inertia moments axes. There are three roots and three orthogonal main
axes at every point with respect to which the rigid mass inertia moment vectors are
determined. The Hamilton equation coefficients are the first, second and third invariants
of the mass inertia moment state at referent point, and they are the first, second and third
scalar of the body mass inertia moment tensor matrix at referent point (see Ref. [21] or
[20]).

9. EXTREME VALUES OF THE MASS DEVIATION MOMENTS

The Ref. [21] gives an analogy between the stress state model, the strain state model
and the mas inertia moment state of the body at the observed body point. For determining
the mass deviation moments extreme values we shall use this analogy which exists
between the stress tensor, the strain tensor and the body mass inertia tensor, as well as
between the vector )(O

np  of the total stress at a certain body point for the plane with the
normal oriented by unit vector n , the vector )(O

nδ  of the total strain (relative deformation)
of the line element drawn from the observed point in the direction of the unit vector n
and the vector )(O

nJ  of the body mass inertia moment at the observed pole for the axis
oriented by unit vector n .

Fig. No. 4 a

On the basis of the given analogy in the quoted References [21] and [20], the
following conclusions are drawn, though without proofs: on the basis of the analogy
between the mass deviation moments extreme values for a couple of orthogonal axes
(that is, of the mass centrifugal moments) and yield stress extreme values in the
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orthogonal planes that pass in pair through one main stress direction and form an angle of
450 with the other two main stress direction, we conclude that the mass deviation
moments extreme values appear for the axes pairs Ia and Ib, IIa and IIb, IIIa and IIIb that
pass in pairs through the main body mass inertia moment axis trough the given point and
form angles of 450 with the other two main mass inertia moment axes (see Figure No. 4 a
and No. 4 b). For these pairs of the defined axes the mass deviation moments (the mass
centrifugal moments) are equal to the semi-difference between the two main (axial)body
mass inertia moment and for each axis in the corresponding pair the axial inertia
moments are equal to the semi-sum of the two corresponding main moments of the body
mass inertia for the given point.

Figure No.4b

The pairs of these coupled axes are the body mass inertia moments asymmetry axes
since for them the mass centrifugal moments are extreme values and the axial mass
inertia moments for both the axes in pair are mutually equal. The concept of "asymmetry"
can be accepted since for symmetry axes the body mass centrifugal moment is equal to
zero and for these axes the body mass centrifugal moment is of extreme value so that this
leads to the conclusion about the asymmetry of the material body mass inertia moment
properties. On the basis of the given analogy we cam write the values of the mass
deviation moments and the body mass axial inertia moments of these axes (see Figure
No. 4 a and No. 4 b):
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In the coordinate system of the main body mass inertia directions sn , s = 1,2,3 the
vectors )(O

ns
J , s = 1,2,3 for the referential point as the pole are the body mass inertia
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moment vectors for the main mass inertia moment axes and we see that they have only
the components collinear with the corresponding main mass inertia moment axes

s
O

s
O

n n
s

)()( J=J , s = 1,2,3.

Let's now define the vectors )(O
Ia

J , )(O
IIa

J  and )(O
IIIa

J  of the body mass inertia moment at

the observed point for the axis oriented by the unit vector 
aIn , or 

aIIn  or 
aIIIn  of the

mass inertia moment asymmetry axis Ia or IIa or IIIa by using the definition of this vector
so that we have (see Figure No. 4 b):
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Let's now define the vectors )(O
Ib

J , )(O
IIb

J  and )(O
IIIb

J  of the body mass inertia moment at

the observed point for the axis oriented by the unit vector 
bIn  or 

bIIn  or 
bIIIn  of the mass

inertia moment asymmetry axis Ib or IIb, or IIIb by using the definition of this vector so
that we have:
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Now we define the components of the vector )(O
Ib

J . The collinear one with the body

mass inertia moments symmetry axis Ia :
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The component normal to the body mass inertia moment asymmetry axis lying in the
deviation plane representing the vector )(O

Ia
D  of the deviation load by the body mass

inertia moment of the mass inertia moment asymmetry axis according to the previously
given definition in the form:
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Analysis the expressions from (28) to (32) we conclude the following:
1* The expressions given in (28) on the analogy basis are correct;
2* Both the vectors )(O

Ia
J  and )(O

Ib
J  of the rigid body mass inertia moment for the pole

O and the axis of the pair I of the mass inertia moment asymmetry, Ia and Ib are normal to
the main mass inertia moment axis (1) and they lie in the plane RIaIb which is their mutual
deviation plane. This plane is normal to the main mass inertia moment axis (1) and
contains the other two main mass inertia moment directions (2) and (3);

3* The vector )(O
Ia

D  of the deviation load by the body mass inertia moment of the mass

inertia moment asymmetry axis oriented by unit vector 
aIn  at given point lie in the

direction of the second mass inertia moment asymmetry axis oriented by unit vector 
bIn
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of the pair I which is normal to the main mass inertia moment direction (1) and to the axis
the mass inertia moment asymmetry Ia and vice versa. These two vectors, that is,

)(O
Ia

D  and )(O
Ib

D , are the same magnitude and of the same components, of axial and

deviational, and they have the same axial mass inertia moments. In a similar way the
calculation can be applied to the other two pairs of the mass inertia moment asymmetry
axes and the corresponding conclusions can be drawn in accordance with the expressions
(28) and the previous conclusions.

10. MASS INERTIA MOMENT VECTORS FOR THE OCTAHEDRON
DIRECTIONS IN THE REFERENTIAL POINT

In analogy with defining the octahedron directions a certain point of the stressed and
strained body as it is done in the elasticity or plasticity theory we shall define the
octahedron directions at a certain point of the rigid body form the viewpoint of the body
mass inertia moment state with respect to this pole as the direction that forms the same
angles with the main inertia axes, that is, with the main inertia directions. There are eight
such octahedron directions.

The vector )(O
octJ  of the mass inertia moment at the point O for the octahedron

direction by using the basic definition is calculated as:
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and we can decompose it into two components.
1* The axial component in the octahedron direction:
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which represents the axial moment of the rigid body mass inertia moment for the
octahedron direction axis for the given pole and it is equal to one third of the first mass
inertia moment invariant or one third of the first scalar of the mass inertia polar moment
for the pole O.

2* Normal component to the octahedron direction which is equal to the vector )(O
octD  of

the octahedron axis deviation load, by the body mass inertia moment and has the form:
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The vector )(O
octD  of the deviation load by the body mass inertia moment of the

octahedron axis can be expressed as the linear combination of the vectors )()()( ,, O
III

O
II

O
I aaa

DDD

of the deviation load of the mass inertia moments asymmetry axes when it is related to
one of the pair.

The intensity square of the vector )(O
octD  of the deviation load by the body mass inertia

moment of the octahedron axis can be defined by the following expression:
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It should be noted that there are eight axes (or four axes) at each point of the rigid
body for which the inertia axial moments are equal to a third of the first mass inertia
moment invariant and they are the octahedron directions determined with respect to the
main mass inertia moment axes. The question shousld be asked about what sort of motion
the body performs while rotating around the octahedron axis and if the conclusions can
be generalized to hold for the bodies with different mass inertia moment characteristics.

If this conclusion is related to the previous section we can conclude that is: one set of
eight (or four) axes for which the axial inertia moments of the body mass are mutually
equal and equal to a third of the first mass inertia moment invariant: Three sets of two
pairs of orthogonal axes of the inertia asymmetry for the axial inertia moments are also
equal to the semi-sum of two main inertia moments each. The same stand for each body
and for each pole chosen within the space or outside the space of the rigid body. Only the
spherical body as the pole of all fourteen axes the axial mass inertia moment is the same
and the deviation load is equal to zero.
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VEKTORSKA ANALIZA STANJA
MOMENTA INERCIJE MASA

Katica (Stevanović) Hedrih

U ovom radu su uvedeni vektori momenata masa i tački N  za osu orjentisanu jediničnim
vektorom n . Vektori momenata masa se mogu koristiti za interpretaciju kinetičkih parametara
krutih tela i za analizu stanja momenata masa u nekoj tački tela, odnosno prostorne konfiguracije
masa u odnosu na neki pol. Za promenu vektora momenata masa krutog tela pri promeni pola i
zadržavanju orjentacije osa izvedena je uopštena Huygens-Steiner-ova teorema. Za promenu
vektora momenata masa kasa osa kroz pol menja prvac orjentacije izvedena je vektorska jednačina
koja je analogna Cauchy-jevim jednačinama iz teorije elastičnosti. Pomoću vektora momenata
masa izvedena je analiza stanja prostorne konfiguracije masa krutog tela u odnosu na neki pol,
koja omogućava određivanje glavnih pravaca momenata inercije, pravaca inercione asimetrije i
oktaedarskih pravaca prostorne konfiguracije masa. Iz članka se da videti da uvođenje vektora
momenata masa omogućava očiglednu i pristupačnu analizu stanja geometrijske konfiguracije
masa tela.


